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 enafi TrustNet
Extend the Reach, Visibility and Power of Your Venafi Platform
You rely on Venafi to provide visibility, intelligence and

TrustNet аt a Glance

automation for the SSL/TLS certificates that protect
authentication and encryption within your network. But

Venafi TrustNet extends the reach of the

are you protecting all SSL/TLS certificates that impact

Venafi Platform with internet-based scanning

your business? Think about separated networks or

that identifies hard-to-find SSL/TLS certificates

cloud workloads that are impossible to reach or

associated with your brand or domain that your

difficult to scan, or additional infrastructure from

Venafi TrustAuthority implementation can’t reach.

acquisitions you need to somehow assess. And don’t

• Scans externally-facing SSL/TLS certificates in

forget those certificates in the wild that are designed to

separate networks and across the internet
• Supplies near-instant insight with internetbased scanning
• Identifies rogue or improper use of certificates
• Spots forgeries like those used in phishing
With your defined policies, global insights and
a refined risk-scoring algorithm, TrustNet finds
SSL/TLS certificates that are out of policy, based
on poor practices or maliciously use your brand.

lure users into thinking they come from you.
SSL/TLS certificates serve as machine identities for
authentication and encryption, and their protection
can’t be limited only to your core network.
Venafi TrustNetTM is an add-on to the Venafi Platform
that expands its reach and power into your extended,
segmented network and beyond. It discovers and
assesses SSL/TLS certificates associated with your
organization, whether they be malicious forgeries or
simply “rogue” certificates from your own developers

Prerequisite:

that have gone outside your normal processes. It

• Venafi TrustAuthority™

provides certificate risk assessments based on global

Benefits

provides this in an accessible and intuitive dashboard

• Assess all public-facing SSL/TLS certificates that
impact your organization, wherever they are
• Leverage data from Google CT and Cenys.io,
combined with a risk scoring algorithm
• Protect your brand from spoofed domains
• Enforce policies for consistent, strong SSL/TLS
certificate security

insights and a refined risk scoring algorithm, and it
to deliver actionable information.

Global Serverless Discovery
Venafi TrustNet provides internet-based scanning to
identify SSL/TLS certificates your Venafi TrustAuthority
implementation can’t reach, providing near-instant
insight without deploying a server. It also consumes
data from Google Certificate Transparency (CT) log
servers and other sources to provide rich, contextual
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information about the certificates associated with your

customers from clever attempts to phish credentials

brand or domains. Scans can be scheduled or run on-

and data. It’s never been easier to get free and

demand. You can also target specific IP address ranges

publicly trusted certificates that aren’t what they claim

to focus on new infrastructure that may be coming

to be. New website forgeries leverage DNS redirects

under your management but where you can’t yet

and allow attackers to harvest massive amounts of

establish a Venafi scanning engine.

credentials without the end user suspecting a thing.1

Enforce Certificate Policies
As SSL/TLS-based exploits increase in frequency,
organizations are applying strict policies to certificate

TrustNet identifies suspicious variations of your
domain names, including matching homophones
and homoglyphs that fool an unsuspecting user,
and punycode strings that render in the browser as

configuration and issuance. This includes prohibitions

seemingly proper brand names.2

against weak algorithms, long expiration periods, and

Integrate and Automate

the use of wildcards. TrustNet detects where these
poor practices are used. Moreover, it lets you define

As an extension of your Venafi Platform, TrustNet’s

which certificate authorities are trusted, detects mis-

global insight and detection capabilities can drive

issuance across the globe, and distributes security

remediation actions on discovered certificates that

event notifications when anomalies are identified.

have issues or risks. For those certificates that are

Assess Certificate Risk
Like the other products on the Venafi Platform—

part of your organization’s domains, this allows them
to be automatically onboarded and brought under
management by the Venafi Platform, facilitating rapid

Venafi TrustAuthority™ and Venafi TrustForce™—

remediation and repair.

TrustNet identifies expiring or expired certificates

Key Features

to prevent outages. It can also detect certificates
based on deprecated standards, like SHA-1, or
those susceptible to vulnerabilities like Poodle and
Heartbleed. But it goes a step further by making
these assessments against certificates beyond the

• Integrates fully with the Venafi Platform and expands
its reach
• Delivers global, round-the-clock certificate discovery

“managed” certificates in your on-premises Venafi

• Finds expiring or expired certificates

solution and quantifying these as certificate risk

• Identifies forged, malicious and rogue certificates

scores that are aggregated across your organization’s
machine identity footprint. This helps you evaluate and
take immediate action against any risky certificates
TrustNet discovers outside of your current coverage.

Detect Phishing Certificates
Information Security teams are under increasing

• Detects cryptographic exploits and attacks
• Delivers reports that show configuration weaknesses
and poor practices
• Facilitates remediation via certificate blacklisting
• Enables API integration with security solutions

pressure to protect their organizations and their
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Venafi TrustNet’s dashboard provides instant visibility into the status of certificate risks
and compliance. Trend lines identify changes in your certificate security posture and
progress towards your security and availability goals.

Next Steps
You’re already using the Venafi Platform to secure your
SSL/TLS certificates in your network. Now it’s time to
extend that reach to all SSL/TLS certificates that impact
your domain and brand. Contact Venafi to learn how
Venafi TrustNet can broaden your SSL/TLS certificate
security coverage.
Visit: www.venafi.com.

About Venafi
Venafi is the cybersecurity market leader
in machine identity protection, securing the
cryptographic keys and digital certificates
on which every business and government
depends to deliver safe machine-to-machine
communication. Organizations use Venafi
key and certificate security to protect
communications, commerce, critical systems
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and data, and mobile and user access.
To learn more, visit www.venafi.com
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